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We provide solutions that transform heterogeneous data sources into 

valuable insights that reduce energy consumption and drive efficiency 

through real, long lasting customer engagement.
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Intelen is a B2B technology and engagement analytics software provider 
focusing on the energy utility sector.

Intelen focuses on 
the energy and 
utility market in the 
USA and Europe by 
enhancing the 
Digital 
Transformation
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Intelen is responding to utilities market challenges, shifting demographics, and environmental 

trends by offering an integrated solution that targets energy efficiency and customer 

engagement

 Utilities are operating in a transforming and disrupted 

market

 Energy consumers become more tech friendly and 

savings-oriented. They expect more form the utilities –

they need them to act as energy advisors (not just bill 

senders) 

 There is a great need for an effortless communication 

between the utility and its customers

 Loyalty is becoming a focal point for energy providers

 Environmental sustainability trend is embedded in 

policies, guidelines & practices

 Energy efficiency can be accelerated through analytics

 Top organizations are investing on the gamification wave 
to educate and engage their customers 

Intelen developed a powerful 

platform that changes the way 

customer satisfaction, savings, 

and personalization work in the 

utilities industry 
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Admin platformWeb & mobile app for the user Analytics 

managed services & customized reporting

 End user application with web and mobile 
interfaces

 Consumption and billing information

 Bidirectional communication (VoC)

 Information, awareness and education

 E-billing and online payments

 Gamification

 Rewarding programs

 Marketplace

 Customer segmentation and profiling

 Personalized experience engine

 Campaign management platform

 360° platforms’ monitoring

 Integration with enterprise applications

 Advanced energy analytics

 Household efficiency analytics

 Behavioral analytics

Συμπεράσματα

ΕΝΕΡΓΕΙΕΣΕΥΡΗΜΑΤΑ

Γενικά στοιχεία πελατολογίου Protergia

DiGKYC for Utility customers







Intelen Energy & Behavioral analytics

Building scoring 

and profiling

Calculate an overall scoring system in 

order to classify building energy 

consumption

Consumption clustering

Identify hourly consumption groups 

based on various energy correlated 

attributes

Energy correlation

Explore and justify potential energy 

consumption correlated variables

Outlier detection

Detect anomalies and outliers and 

identify improper energy use and energy 

leaks

Energy forecasting

Predict energy consumption levels on 

short term (hourly consumption) and 

mid-term (total weekly usage)

Energy opportunity 

identification

Bridge the gap between energy 

analytics finding and business 

opportunities



advanced reporting 

• Deepen into your customers’ different profiles. 

• Gain actionable insights across Lifetime Value of 
customer retention and enhancement. 

• Actionable and impactful decision making.







Virtual Micro-Grids
VMG and DERs over Storage 

is the future for Energy 
systems

Prosumer is the key 
block for DERs and 

VMGs

Human behavior is an 
important variable in this 

equation
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Centralized 
Electric 
Market

Centralized Approach: Big  electricity 
producers are favored against small ones 

Virtuality
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C
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Decentralized 
Electric Market

Decentralized Approach: Small  electricity 
producers are associated and sell their 
energy resources with each other

VG#1 VG#2

VG#3

Sell the energy 
resources to the 
central energy 
regulator Sell the energy 

resources to the 
each other or 
centrally through the 
energy regulator

Storage, Energy 
sharing and 

blockchain will be a 
revolution



i-DSM a new trend

i-DSM defines the overall 
connection in between 

Demand and Supply

DERs shape systems in a 
distributed manner

Prosumers are the new 
building blocks (particles) of 
Demand-Supply interactions



DR events: combining ToU & Behavioral events

Smart meters

Consumer Profiling

DR results / peak shift

Consumer digital interactions - mobile/web

DR signals

Behavioral DR case

DSO & 
TSO are 
getting 
infos



Receive ToU pricing 

& Energy Mix

Analyze consumer 

profile clusters

Create DR message 

event

Send events to 

specific clusters

Apply M&V 

verification

Prosumer DR: 
shifting loads on 

the battery or use 
volatile  EVs

This requires 
excellent 

knowledge of 
human profiling

This also requires 
optimal digital 
engagement 

techniques and 
behavioral 

science





 Hybrid i-DSM Systems will take over:

 A combination of home automation, storage automation and 

digital engagement (Serious Games) for prosumers

 Humans are important variables (ie. volatile EVs and storage)

 Some Utilities will control Storage switches for Prosumer DR

 Behavioral Science and consumer analytics are important !

 Energy efficiency can be accelerated through analytics

 Personalization (through analytics) can increase DR efficiency and 
consumer profiling 

 Customer profiling is important for Supply - Demand cross-match

 DR efficiency on people follow the Pareto principle 80/20

 Predictive analytics algorithms help a lot the M&V for DR

 Behavioral M&V is a hot topic

 Humans are an important variable in the DER/engagement 

equation after all !

Conclusions  Thoughts
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